SMART FINANCE PLATFORM

Monetization without limits
Cloud platform to automate billing, payment, accounting and
subscription management

www.nitrobox.com

New business models require agile
monetization technology
With the megatrend of digitization, new digital business models gain massive traction. Customers are looking for flexible ways to purchase and use services. Instead of buying a car
or music, people are looking for new ways to use these on-demand and only when needed.
The amount of data generated by digital service-orientated business models is
a challenge for providers. Billions of microtransactions happen every month when
millions of intelligent IoT devices are put to
work. All this usage information needs to be
stored, processed and transformed into billing data.

also out-of-the-box functionality and integrates easily with existing systems. The platform
can also be extended to meet additional requirements.

Pricing

Traditional billing and accounting
systems are overloaded
For service providers, new digital business
models mean a high complexity of processes and cases. When it comes to billing
and payments, multiple contracts and usages of the customer may need to be combined to one invoice. Discounts may apply if
certain thresholds are reached and commissions to marketplace partners may need to be
paid out.

The Nitrobox Platform offers all
the necessary capabilities
To overcome challenges new business models face, we created a single-cloud platform combining capabilities out of different
domains, such as customer relationship management (CRM), enterprise resource planning (ERP) and billing, accounting and payments management.
The Nitrobox monetization platform not only
provides all the necessary capabilities but
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Enterprise-ready cloud platform
Deployment models, compliance, security or
service level agreements are just some of the
enterprise’s requirements when it comes to
implementing a new technology.
Since time is essential when it comes to
transforming businesses and growing new
services, our fully-managed cloud platform is
ready to go. Offering a variety of out-of-thebox capabilities and enterprise features, there
is no reason not to start building your digital
future today.

Easy integrates into exisiting IT-architecture
High connectivity via REST-API - fast and easy integration into your existing systems.
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Benefits of Nitrobox
TIME-TO-REVENUE

EASY INTEGRATION

Nitrobox helps you shorten your
time-to-revenue.

Easy to implement,
reduces set-up costs.

HIGH SCALABILITY

FUTURE PROOF

Grow to millions of transactions
with ease.

Stay ahead of changing customer
demands and regulation.

FULLY-AUTOMATED

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

Low transaction costs made for
microtransactions.

Nitrobox‘ platform adapts to your
business strategy.

Worldwide use of the Nitrobox Platform
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ISO 27001 certified
information security
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